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Planning Services,
The Leonardo Building,
2 Rossington Street,
LEEDS, LS2 8HD

28 April 2011

For the attention of Sarah McMahon

Objection to the Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning
(11/01000/OT)

I am writing on behalf of Friends of Leeds Kirkgate Market (FOLKM) to object to the outline
planning application 11/01000/OT submitted by the applicant, Hammerson, on 10 March
2011 for the redevelopment of Eastgate in Leeds city

FOLKM is a group for members of the public supported by traders who love Kirkgate Market
and want it to survive and flourish in its present form and not become yet another bland and
soulless shopping centre. Since our launch in April 2010 we have
discussions about the future of the Market. We have acted as witnesses in the ongoing City
Centre Scrutiny Board Inquiry into the Market. In February 2011
the Council signed by 10,000 members of the public
rents, invest in the market and involve traders

FOLKM’s main objection to this development
Leeds Kirkgate Markets (both indoor and outdoor) that present genuine threats to the
Markets’ future survival and thus contravene national and local planning policy.
appreciate that this document is long but we feel it is vital to put
concerns as possible to assist the planning process.

We feel that the problems with Eastgate as proposed warrant a revised outline application
from Hammerson. We are also extremely concerned that there will not be a Full Planning
Application submitted after this
this must be given full public scrutiny.

We would like to speak at the Plans Panel meeting that will consider the application.

Yours sincerely

Sara Gonzalez
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For the attention of Sarah McMahon

Objection to the Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning

I am writing on behalf of Friends of Leeds Kirkgate Market (FOLKM) to object to the outline
11/01000/OT submitted by the applicant, Hammerson, on 10 March

2011 for the redevelopment of Eastgate in Leeds city centre.

group for members of the public supported by traders who love Kirkgate Market
and want it to survive and flourish in its present form and not become yet another bland and
soulless shopping centre. Since our launch in April 2010 we have become a key actor in
discussions about the future of the Market. We have acted as witnesses in the ongoing City
Centre Scrutiny Board Inquiry into the Market. In February 2011 we handed in a petition to

ouncil signed by 10,000 members of the public calling for the council to lower traders’
rents, invest in the market and involve traders better in management.

to this development rests on the clear detrimental
Leeds Kirkgate Markets (both indoor and outdoor) that present genuine threats to the
Markets’ future survival and thus contravene national and local planning policy.
appreciate that this document is long but we feel it is vital to put as much detail to our
concerns as possible to assist the planning process.

We feel that the problems with Eastgate as proposed warrant a revised outline application
from Hammerson. We are also extremely concerned that there will not be a Full Planning

plication submitted after this – there is a huge amount of detail missing and
this must be given full public scrutiny.

We would like to speak at the Plans Panel meeting that will consider the application.
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Objection to the Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application

I am writing on behalf of Friends of Leeds Kirkgate Market (FOLKM) to object to the outline
11/01000/OT submitted by the applicant, Hammerson, on 10 March

group for members of the public supported by traders who love Kirkgate Market
and want it to survive and flourish in its present form and not become yet another bland and

become a key actor in
discussions about the future of the Market. We have acted as witnesses in the ongoing City

we handed in a petition to
calling for the council to lower traders’

detrimental implications for
Leeds Kirkgate Markets (both indoor and outdoor) that present genuine threats to the
Markets’ future survival and thus contravene national and local planning policy. We

as much detail to our

We feel that the problems with Eastgate as proposed warrant a revised outline application
from Hammerson. We are also extremely concerned that there will not be a Full Planning

there is a huge amount of detail missing and we feel that

We would like to speak at the Plans Panel meeting that will consider the application.
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Summary of objections

 Proposal does not accord with local planning
 George Street will become a major and congested bus corridor
 Market will be turned into a traffic island
 Markets area will be less safe for pedestrians discouraging footfall
 Existing car parking issues will be exacerbated for the Market
 Trader servicing will be disrupted and undermined
 Poor pedestrian and cyclist
 Eastgate development has an inward
 Market will be overshadowed by
 Eastgate Quarter will create ruinous competition for the Market
 Consumer choice would be undermined if the market suffered
 Kirkgate market is ignored in the retail assessment impact
 3.5 years of construction will severa
 Eastgate could threaten jobs and livelihoods in the Market
 Undermining the Market
 Market and traders
 Eastgate is not a mixed development
 Consultation anomalies
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Summary of objections

Proposal does not accord with local planning policy
will become a major and congested bus corridor

Market will be turned into a traffic island
Markets area will be less safe for pedestrians discouraging footfall

xisting car parking issues will be exacerbated for the Market
will be disrupted and undermined

and cyclist linkage with the Market
gate development has an inward-looking, circular design

Market will be overshadowed by the Eastgate development
stgate Quarter will create ruinous competition for the Market

Consumer choice would be undermined if the market suffered
Kirkgate market is ignored in the retail assessment impact

years of construction will severally disrupt trade at the Market
Eastgate could threaten jobs and livelihoods in the Market

Market will not help to “narrow the gap”.
Market and traders will get very little from the S106 Agreement
Eastgate is not a mixed development

anomalies
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will become a major and congested bus corridor

Markets area will be less safe for pedestrians discouraging footfall
xisting car parking issues will be exacerbated for the Market

looking, circular design
the Eastgate development

stgate Quarter will create ruinous competition for the Market
Consumer choice would be undermined if the market suffered
Kirkgate market is ignored in the retail assessment impact

trade at the Market
Eastgate could threaten jobs and livelihoods in the Market

“narrow the gap”.
little from the S106 Agreement
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Negative impact on Leeds Kirkgate Market

National planning law (PPS4
City Council should be

“retaining and enhancing existing markets and, where appropriate, re
new ones, ensuring that markets remain attractive and competitive by investing in their
improvement”

The current Leeds Unitary Development Plan (UDP) adopted in 2006, and
2005 Eastgate and Harewood Supplementary Planning Document (E&H
absolutely clear that any proposed development for the earmarked Prime Shopping Quarter
immediately North of Kirkgate Markets must not damage the Markets in any

13.7.41 This is a key City Centre site, largely owned by the City Council. It contains the
Kirkgate Markets, which draw shoppers from across the north of England and
and attraction must be preserved and enhanced in any development of
site...

13.7.42 Food shopping will not be permitted unless it can be shown to be ancillary to other
uses and not in competition with the Markets

“Support and promote the urban regeneration of adjacent sites and activities
Market” (E&H-SPD, p.7).

However, the development of Eastgate as currently proposed thr
Markets. This threat has already been identified by traders
ongoing City Development Scrutiny Inquiry i
that: “whilst acknowledging [Eastgate’s] importance, the needs of Kirkgate market’s traders
and customers also need to be met in order to safeguard this important retail asset”
Elsewhere it is recognised th
development will have on Kirkgate Market; in reality it probably presents
and challenges”3.

In a recent public survey on Kirkgate Market 94% of respondents believed that Leeds
Kirkgate market needs to remain an intrinsic part of Leeds
only contravene local and national policy as we set below but would go against the view of
the general public in Leeds.

1 http://www.guardian.co.uk/leeds/2011/feb/08/kirkgate
2 Leeds City Council (2011) Inquiry into Leeds Markets: Eastgate and Parking. Report of the Acting Director,
City Development. 8th of February.
3 LCC (2010) Towards a strategy for Kirkgate Market: the evidence base, page 12
4 QA Research (2011) Leeds Markets Survey For Leeds City Council
http://www.leedsmarkets.co.uk/wordpress/wp
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Negative impact on Leeds Kirkgate Market

National planning law (PPS4 – Sustainable Economic Growth, EC4.1) dictates that Leeds

and enhancing existing markets and, where appropriate, re-introducing or creating
new ones, ensuring that markets remain attractive and competitive by investing in their

The current Leeds Unitary Development Plan (UDP) adopted in 2006, and
2005 Eastgate and Harewood Supplementary Planning Document (E&H
absolutely clear that any proposed development for the earmarked Prime Shopping Quarter
immediately North of Kirkgate Markets must not damage the Markets in any

13.7.41 This is a key City Centre site, largely owned by the City Council. It contains the
Kirkgate Markets, which draw shoppers from across the north of England and
and attraction must be preserved and enhanced in any development of the remainder of the

Food shopping will not be permitted unless it can be shown to be ancillary to other
uses and not in competition with the Markets... (UDP)

Support and promote the urban regeneration of adjacent sites and activities

However, the development of Eastgate as currently proposed threatens to undermine the
Markets. This threat has already been identified by traders1 and council officers. In the
ongoing City Development Scrutiny Inquiry into Kirkgate market council officers have noted

whilst acknowledging [Eastgate’s] importance, the needs of Kirkgate market’s traders
and customers also need to be met in order to safeguard this important retail asset”
Elsewhere it is recognised that “views are divided as to the impact which the Eastgate
development will have on Kirkgate Market; in reality it probably presents

In a recent public survey on Kirkgate Market 94% of respondents believed that Leeds
Kirkgate market needs to remain an intrinsic part of Leeds4. A threat to the market would not
only contravene local and national policy as we set below but would go against the view of

http://www.guardian.co.uk/leeds/2011/feb/08/kirkgate-market-estgate-parking-scrutiny-board
Inquiry into Leeds Markets: Eastgate and Parking. Report of the Acting Director,

s a strategy for Kirkgate Market: the evidence base, page 12
QA Research (2011) Leeds Markets Survey For Leeds City Council

http://www.leedsmarkets.co.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Leeds_Markets-Survey_Report_V3f.pdf
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Sustainable Economic Growth, EC4.1) dictates that Leeds

introducing or creating
new ones, ensuring that markets remain attractive and competitive by investing in their

The current Leeds Unitary Development Plan (UDP) adopted in 2006, and the associated
2005 Eastgate and Harewood Supplementary Planning Document (E&H-SPD), also make
absolutely clear that any proposed development for the earmarked Prime Shopping Quarter
immediately North of Kirkgate Markets must not damage the Markets in any way:

13.7.41 This is a key City Centre site, largely owned by the City Council. It contains the
Kirkgate Markets, which draw shoppers from across the north of England and whose efficiency

the remainder of the

Food shopping will not be permitted unless it can be shown to be ancillary to other

Support and promote the urban regeneration of adjacent sites and activities at Kirkgate

eatens to undermine the
and council officers. In the

nto Kirkgate market council officers have noted
whilst acknowledging [Eastgate’s] importance, the needs of Kirkgate market’s traders

and customers also need to be met in order to safeguard this important retail asset”2.
at “views are divided as to the impact which the Eastgate

development will have on Kirkgate Market; in reality it probably presents both opportunities

In a recent public survey on Kirkgate Market 94% of respondents believed that Leeds
. A threat to the market would not

only contravene local and national policy as we set below but would go against the view of

board
Inquiry into Leeds Markets: Eastgate and Parking. Report of the Acting Director,

Survey_Report_V3f.pdf
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1. Transport, traffic and highways

According to Hammerson, the proposed changes to traffic routes will produce negligible
impacts. In our view, the proposed transport changes will have potentially devastating effects
on Kirkgate Market and have wider negative implications for the city’s tra
short, we believe that the transport and highways proposals to facilitate the pedestrianisation
of Eastgate and accommodate the John Lewis store at the Southern
development will turn the Market into a congested, pollute
extremely detrimental to both traders’ servicing requirements and Market footfall.

1.1 Proposal does not accord with local planning
Eastgate and Harewood Supplementary Planning Docume
principles of the Transport Strategy:

• To minimise the impact of traffic in sensitive streets;
• To develop a scheme that provides an appropriate level of servicing to the development that is
ideally off-street, unobtrusive and is accessible from the
• To create convenient and desirable pedestrian routes and crossing facilities that
improve linkages to and from the site and surrounding areas;
• To ensure that the proposals adequately address the access needs of all sections of the
community;
• To reintegrate the site genuinely with the current Prime Shopping Area, the markets, Quarry
Hill and surrounding areas;
• To route buses that minimise
2.20 Any development should be provided with an appropriate level of servicing that is off
street and accessible from the primary road network. The servicing strategy will ensure that the
local operational needs are accommod

In addition, the UDP (Policy CC17, p282) makes the following statement about car parking:

The provision of further short
office quarters, and in other locations where demand is identif
parking provision will be required in the following locations, including provision as part of
larger developments: Kirkgate Markets Area

However, the proposal to pedestrianise all roads inside t
seriously undermine these transport principles. Our conclusion is supported by both the
Council's own Highway Development Control department and the West Yorkshire Transport
Planning Executive (Metro) who have stated in th
unable to support the development in its current form and Metro suggests the proposals pose
safety and efficiency concerns: “there are number of issues which have not been satisfactorily
addressed which are fundame
efficient manner”5. We completely agree with Metro when it says

With this application, Metro is of the view that the proposals for mitigation have gone
backwards compared to the previous application… In the pre application discussions for this
application, the developer’s consultants have neither been accurate with the

5 Metro’s response to Eastgate Quarter outline planning application
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ransport, traffic and highways

According to Hammerson, the proposed changes to traffic routes will produce negligible
impacts. In our view, the proposed transport changes will have potentially devastating effects
on Kirkgate Market and have wider negative implications for the city’s tra
short, we believe that the transport and highways proposals to facilitate the pedestrianisation
of Eastgate and accommodate the John Lewis store at the Southern-East corner of the
development will turn the Market into a congested, polluted, unsafe traffic island that will be
extremely detrimental to both traders’ servicing requirements and Market footfall.

1.1 Proposal does not accord with local planning
Eastgate and Harewood Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) requires the following
principles of the Transport Strategy:

• To minimise the impact of traffic in sensitive streets;
• To develop a scheme that provides an appropriate level of servicing to the development that is

street, unobtrusive and is accessible from the primary road network;
• To create convenient and desirable pedestrian routes and crossing facilities that
improve linkages to and from the site and surrounding areas;
• To ensure that the proposals adequately address the access needs of all sections of the

• To reintegrate the site genuinely with the current Prime Shopping Area, the markets, Quarry

• To route buses that minimise delays and improve reliability;
2.20 Any development should be provided with an appropriate level of servicing that is off
street and accessible from the primary road network. The servicing strategy will ensure that the
local operational needs are accommodated.

In addition, the UDP (Policy CC17, p282) makes the following statement about car parking:

he provision of further short-stay car parking will be sought close to the prime shopping and
office quarters, and in other locations where demand is identified. Substantial short
parking provision will be required in the following locations, including provision as part of

Kirkgate Markets Area, Templar Street, Quarry Hill

However, the proposal to pedestrianise all roads inside the proposed Eastgate Quarter will
seriously undermine these transport principles. Our conclusion is supported by both the
Council's own Highway Development Control department and the West Yorkshire Transport
Planning Executive (Metro) who have stated in their comments to this development they are
unable to support the development in its current form and Metro suggests the proposals pose
safety and efficiency concerns: “there are number of issues which have not been satisfactorily
addressed which are fundamental to the ability of bus services to operate in a safe and

. We completely agree with Metro when it says

With this application, Metro is of the view that the proposals for mitigation have gone
backwards compared to the previous application… In the pre application discussions for this
application, the developer’s consultants have neither been accurate with their baseline estimates

Metro’s response to Eastgate Quarter outline planning application (11/01000/OT), 4 April 2011
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According to Hammerson, the proposed changes to traffic routes will produce negligible
impacts. In our view, the proposed transport changes will have potentially devastating effects
on Kirkgate Market and have wider negative implications for the city’s transport system. In
short, we believe that the transport and highways proposals to facilitate the pedestrianisation

East corner of the
d, unsafe traffic island that will be

extremely detrimental to both traders’ servicing requirements and Market footfall.

nt (SPD) requires the following key

• To develop a scheme that provides an appropriate level of servicing to the development that is
primary road network;

• To create convenient and desirable pedestrian routes and crossing facilities that

• To ensure that the proposals adequately address the access needs of all sections of the

• To reintegrate the site genuinely with the current Prime Shopping Area, the markets, Quarry

2.20 Any development should be provided with an appropriate level of servicing that is off-
street and accessible from the primary road network. The servicing strategy will ensure that the

In addition, the UDP (Policy CC17, p282) makes the following statement about car parking:

stay car parking will be sought close to the prime shopping and
ied. Substantial short-stay car

parking provision will be required in the following locations, including provision as part of

he proposed Eastgate Quarter will
seriously undermine these transport principles. Our conclusion is supported by both the
Council's own Highway Development Control department and the West Yorkshire Transport

eir comments to this development they are
unable to support the development in its current form and Metro suggests the proposals pose
safety and efficiency concerns: “there are number of issues which have not been satisfactorily

ntal to the ability of bus services to operate in a safe and

With this application, Metro is of the view that the proposals for mitigation have gone
backwards compared to the previous application… In the pre application discussions for this

ir baseline estimates

11/01000/OT), 4 April 2011
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or realistic in their proposals.
not as yet consulted with bus operators who we are confidant would deem the current proposals
inadequate.

6

The proposed changes to transport and highways will have the following harmful effects

1.2 George street will become a major and congested bus corridor
Rather than minimising the impact of traffic in sensitive streets, the proposed transport
strategy will divert all existing ve
including a huge number of buses, on to Vicar Lane, Kirkgate, York Street / New York Street
and, most worryingly of all, George Street, which will become
new bus stop and have its current eastern one
that the number of buses to be re
Metro and Hammerson all contradicting each other and no agreement reached with Metro.
However, based on Metro’s May 2011 bus timetable for
proposal to divert the vast majority of westbound buses on Eastgate through George Street
turning right onto Vicar Lane and eastbound buses right along Vicar Lane and l
Kirkgate / York Street, we have calculated that 7
Street, 231 buses will pass through the Vicar Lane
pointed out that these figures EXCLUDE infrequent services, peak e
coaches.

George Street is not only a narrow road, it is also one of the Market traders’ key servicing
areas and is a key access point for both the indoor and outdoor market. At peak am and pm
times, it is a heavily congested road packed
photos below). Even with proposed changes to move outdoor market trader servicing to the
York Street side (which are inadequate and lack important details), George Street cannot be
turned into a major bus corridor due to its
Ludgate Hill exit due to the presence of Grade 1 Listed buildings on either side), its ongoing
role as a market servicing area and its proposed new role as a major on
corridor with 21 new loading bays on either side of the street, an extend
entrance and exit for the new John Lewis store’s customer pick
basement. As the Council’s own
Control unit has stated, “the width of George Street does not appea
the 5.5m carriageway, 2.7m loading bays and 3.0m wide footways required” (para 3.5). The
only certainty from the current proposals is that George St will become permanently
congested, slowing down bus times, and inconveniencing tra
retail stores planned for the South
Harewood SPD’s requirement to “

6 WYTPE Metro (2011), Response to Eastgate Quarter Outli
7 At the February 2011 meeting of the Scrutiny Inquiry on Kirkgate Market, the City Centre Manager, Cath
Follin, stated that 77 buses would be routed up George Street. An email from
Metro to us stated that Hammerson was proposing to route 34 buses an hour up George Street. We have
calculated 78.
8See: http://www.wymetro.com/BusTravel/mapsandguides
http://www.wymetro.com/NR/rdonlyres/C5306F80
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or realistic in their proposals. [...]. While Metro continue to seek an adequate solution, we have
not as yet consulted with bus operators who we are confidant would deem the current proposals

transport and highways will have the following harmful effects

.2 George street will become a major and congested bus corridor
ather than minimising the impact of traffic in sensitive streets, the proposed transport

strategy will divert all existing vehicular traffic further into the Prime Shopping Quarter,
including a huge number of buses, on to Vicar Lane, Kirkgate, York Street / New York Street
and, most worryingly of all, George Street, which will become a major bus corridor

have its current eastern one-way direction reversed. It is important to note
that the number of buses to be re-routed is currently ill-defined with the local authority,
Metro and Hammerson all contradicting each other and no agreement reached with Metro.
However, based on Metro’s May 2011 bus timetable for off-peak services
proposal to divert the vast majority of westbound buses on Eastgate through George Street
turning right onto Vicar Lane and eastbound buses right along Vicar Lane and l
Kirkgate / York Street, we have calculated that 78 buses an hour will be re

buses will pass through the Vicar Lane – George Street Junction. It must be
pointed out that these figures EXCLUDE infrequent services, peak e

George Street is not only a narrow road, it is also one of the Market traders’ key servicing
areas and is a key access point for both the indoor and outdoor market. At peak am and pm
times, it is a heavily congested road packed with traders vehicles, including large lorries (see

). Even with proposed changes to move outdoor market trader servicing to the
York Street side (which are inadequate and lack important details), George Street cannot be
turned into a major bus corridor due to its narrow width (it cannot be widened at the

udgate Hill exit due to the presence of Grade 1 Listed buildings on either side), its ongoing
role as a market servicing area and its proposed new role as a major on
corridor with 21 new loading bays on either side of the street, an extended taxi rank, and the
entrance and exit for the new John Lewis store’s customer pick-up and service vehicle
basement. As the Council’s own City Development Department’s Highway Development

the width of George Street does not appear wide enough to provide
the 5.5m carriageway, 2.7m loading bays and 3.0m wide footways required” (para 3.5). The
only certainty from the current proposals is that George St will become permanently
congested, slowing down bus times, and inconveniencing traders, customers and the new
retail stores planned for the South-side of Eastgate. This clearly contravenes the Eastgate and
Harewood SPD’s requirement to “route buses that minimise delays and improve reliability”.

WYTPE Metro (2011), Response to Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application, p.1
At the February 2011 meeting of the Scrutiny Inquiry on Kirkgate Market, the City Centre Manager, Cath

Follin, stated that 77 buses would be routed up George Street. An email from LCC then stated 75; an email from
stated that Hammerson was proposing to route 34 buses an hour up George Street. We have

http://www.wymetro.com/BusTravel/mapsandguides and
http://www.wymetro.com/NR/rdonlyres/C5306F80-9775-4B54-BF91-D8E4CA4A29B7/0/CT58_infoleaflet.pdf
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. While Metro continue to seek an adequate solution, we have
not as yet consulted with bus operators who we are confidant would deem the current proposals

transport and highways will have the following harmful effects:

ather than minimising the impact of traffic in sensitive streets, the proposed transport
hicular traffic further into the Prime Shopping Quarter,

including a huge number of buses, on to Vicar Lane, Kirkgate, York Street / New York Street
a major bus corridor with a

way direction reversed. It is important to note
defined with the local authority,

Metro and Hammerson all contradicting each other and no agreement reached with Metro.7

services8 and the current
proposal to divert the vast majority of westbound buses on Eastgate through George Street
turning right onto Vicar Lane and eastbound buses right along Vicar Lane and left down

buses an hour will be re-routed up George
George Street Junction. It must be

pointed out that these figures EXCLUDE infrequent services, peak extra services and

George Street is not only a narrow road, it is also one of the Market traders’ key servicing
areas and is a key access point for both the indoor and outdoor market. At peak am and pm

with traders vehicles, including large lorries (see
). Even with proposed changes to move outdoor market trader servicing to the

York Street side (which are inadequate and lack important details), George Street cannot be
(it cannot be widened at the

udgate Hill exit due to the presence of Grade 1 Listed buildings on either side), its ongoing
role as a market servicing area and its proposed new role as a major on-street servicing

ed taxi rank, and the
up and service vehicle

City Development Department’s Highway Development
r wide enough to provide

the 5.5m carriageway, 2.7m loading bays and 3.0m wide footways required” (para 3.5). The
only certainty from the current proposals is that George St will become permanently

ders, customers and the new
. This clearly contravenes the Eastgate and

route buses that minimise delays and improve reliability”.

At the February 2011 meeting of the Scrutiny Inquiry on Kirkgate Market, the City Centre Manager, Cath
then stated 75; an email from

stated that Hammerson was proposing to route 34 buses an hour up George Street. We have

D8E4CA4A29B7/0/CT58_infoleaflet.pdf
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1.3 Market will be turned into a traffic
Much of the existing traffic that currently uses Eastgate and those roads within the proposed
development boundary will be re
congested, polluted, noisy and dangerous
“improve linkages to and from the site and surrounding areas” or “reintegrate the site
genuinely with the… markets” as the Eastgate and Harewood Quarter SPD requires. It will
instead create a physical traffic barrier to
is the main bridge between Eastgate and the Market and it will be a traffic nightmare. Instead
of a fluid pedestrian link from the Victoria Quarter, Trinity and Eastgate to the Market, we
will see customers competing with motor t
George Street. It is inevitable that this increased level of traffic will deter footfall to the
Market. Indeed, the impediment of traffic to pedestrian flows is precisely the reason
Hammerson is proposing the complete pedestrianisation of the Eastgate Quarter:

Pedestrian connectivity and integration within and across the Site itself is weak, and is hindered
by the presence of extensive areas of car parking, which generates vehic
out buildings and the severance caused by existing traffic routes such as Eastgate and Lady
Lane (HUK8-1, para 3.19, p.13).

1.4. Markets area will be less safe for pedestrians discouraging footfall
While the developer claims that the development would enhance pedestrian safety
changes to George Street and the Junction of Ludgate Hill and Vicars Lane will increase the
probability of traffic accidents to pedestrians and we are concerned that this will
stigmatise the Markets area as an unsafe environment. Accident data for the Vicar
Lane/Kirkgate Junction shows that it is already a particularly dangerous place for pedestrians
who are regularly hit by buses.
flowing through this junction, the number of pedestrian accidents will increase. It is also clear
from the accident data that moving the bus corridor from Eastgate to George Street is simply
going to displace the accidents associated wi
far more dangerous place to be a pedestrian. We believe that some 23
(excluding infrequent services, peak extra services and coaches) will pass through this
Junction – that’s a bus nearly
and some travelling through, and they will be competing with taxis and private cars (the latter
heading or turning Southbound along Vicar Lane). Above all, they will be confronting huge
numbers of pedestrians trying to cross Vicar Lane at several junctions and points. Data
included in the application shows that at Saturday peak times (1
hour are crossing Vicar Lane and Kirkgate.
will lead to an unsustainably large number of turning movements at the Vicar Lane
Hill Junction and when combined with the expected increased pedestrian flow could lead to a
much higher risk of pedestrian
conclude:

9 HUK12 (Appendix B5)
10 Hammerson Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application, M
p.10-11
11 Figure 31, Hammerson Outline Planning Application, Transport Assessment (HUK8
crossing the King Edward – Ludgate Hill
junctions
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1.3 Market will be turned into a traffic island
uch of the existing traffic that currently uses Eastgate and those roads within the proposed

development boundary will be re-routed to travel around the Market, turning it into a highly
congested, polluted, noisy and dangerous traffic island. In other words, Eastgate will not
improve linkages to and from the site and surrounding areas” or “reintegrate the site

genuinely with the… markets” as the Eastgate and Harewood Quarter SPD requires. It will
a physical traffic barrier to shoppers coming from all directions. George Street

is the main bridge between Eastgate and the Market and it will be a traffic nightmare. Instead
of a fluid pedestrian link from the Victoria Quarter, Trinity and Eastgate to the Market, we

s competing with motor traffic just to get across Vicar Lane, Kirkgate and
George Street. It is inevitable that this increased level of traffic will deter footfall to the
Market. Indeed, the impediment of traffic to pedestrian flows is precisely the reason
Hammerson is proposing the complete pedestrianisation of the Eastgate Quarter:

Pedestrian connectivity and integration within and across the Site itself is weak, and is hindered
by the presence of extensive areas of car parking, which generates vehicle activity, poorly laid
out buildings and the severance caused by existing traffic routes such as Eastgate and Lady

1, para 3.19, p.13).

.4. Markets area will be less safe for pedestrians discouraging footfall
the developer claims that the development would enhance pedestrian safety

changes to George Street and the Junction of Ludgate Hill and Vicars Lane will increase the
probability of traffic accidents to pedestrians and we are concerned that this will
stigmatise the Markets area as an unsafe environment. Accident data for the Vicar
Lane/Kirkgate Junction shows that it is already a particularly dangerous place for pedestrians
who are regularly hit by buses.10 By aiming to increase both the number of people and buses
flowing through this junction, the number of pedestrian accidents will increase. It is also clear
from the accident data that moving the bus corridor from Eastgate to George Street is simply
going to displace the accidents associated with Eastgate to George Street, again making it
far more dangerous place to be a pedestrian. We believe that some 231 buses per hour alone
(excluding infrequent services, peak extra services and coaches) will pass through this

nearly every 15 seconds. Some will be turning left, some turning right
and some travelling through, and they will be competing with taxis and private cars (the latter
heading or turning Southbound along Vicar Lane). Above all, they will be confronting huge

trying to cross Vicar Lane at several junctions and points. Data
included in the application shows that at Saturday peak times (1-2pm) 16,553 pedestrians an
hour are crossing Vicar Lane and Kirkgate.11 We believe that the proposed tr
will lead to an unsustainably large number of turning movements at the Vicar Lane
Hill Junction and when combined with the expected increased pedestrian flow could lead to a
much higher risk of pedestrian-bus collisions. We completely agree with Metro when they

Hammerson Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application, March 16th, Transport Assessment (HUK8

Figure 31, Hammerson Outline Planning Application, Transport Assessment (HUK8
Ludgate Hill – Vicar Lane Junction; 6957 crossing the Kirkgate
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uch of the existing traffic that currently uses Eastgate and those roads within the proposed
, turning it into a highly

ther words, Eastgate will not
improve linkages to and from the site and surrounding areas” or “reintegrate the site

genuinely with the… markets” as the Eastgate and Harewood Quarter SPD requires. It will
shoppers coming from all directions. George Street

is the main bridge between Eastgate and the Market and it will be a traffic nightmare. Instead
of a fluid pedestrian link from the Victoria Quarter, Trinity and Eastgate to the Market, we

Lane, Kirkgate and
George Street. It is inevitable that this increased level of traffic will deter footfall to the
Market. Indeed, the impediment of traffic to pedestrian flows is precisely the reason why
Hammerson is proposing the complete pedestrianisation of the Eastgate Quarter:

Pedestrian connectivity and integration within and across the Site itself is weak, and is hindered
le activity, poorly laid

out buildings and the severance caused by existing traffic routes such as Eastgate and Lady

.4. Markets area will be less safe for pedestrians discouraging footfall
the developer claims that the development would enhance pedestrian safety9 the

changes to George Street and the Junction of Ludgate Hill and Vicars Lane will increase the
probability of traffic accidents to pedestrians and we are concerned that this will further
stigmatise the Markets area as an unsafe environment. Accident data for the Vicar
Lane/Kirkgate Junction shows that it is already a particularly dangerous place for pedestrians

of people and buses
flowing through this junction, the number of pedestrian accidents will increase. It is also clear
from the accident data that moving the bus corridor from Eastgate to George Street is simply

th Eastgate to George Street, again making it a
buses per hour alone

(excluding infrequent services, peak extra services and coaches) will pass through this
. Some will be turning left, some turning right

and some travelling through, and they will be competing with taxis and private cars (the latter
heading or turning Southbound along Vicar Lane). Above all, they will be confronting huge

trying to cross Vicar Lane at several junctions and points. Data
2pm) 16,553 pedestrians an

We believe that the proposed traffic changes
will lead to an unsustainably large number of turning movements at the Vicar Lane-Ludgate
Hill Junction and when combined with the expected increased pedestrian flow could lead to a

agree with Metro when they

, Transport Assessment (HUK8-1),

Figure 31, Hammerson Outline Planning Application, Transport Assessment (HUK8-2, Vol III). 9596
Vicar Lane Junction; 6957 crossing the Kirkgate – Vicar Lane
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Metro are not satisfied the junction modelling can be considered robust until there is an agreed
public transport mitigation plan. There is as yet no agreed plan with regard to bus flows. The
majority of the analysis concentrates on the bus stops but has not considered bus routing,
grouping buses by place of origin / destination or layover requirements.

1.5. Already existing car parking issues will be exacerbated for the Market
The proposed changes to George Street
facilities, reduced on-street servicing for the Markets, access to John Lewis service yard) will
inevitably reduce customers to the Market and undermine traders’ businesses.
Markets will lose the benefit of a 400 space car park plus around
around the Markets area that currently enable Market traders and customers to be parked right
next to the Market, and for customers in particular (many of whom are retailers themse
to be able to bulk buy to take advantage of the tremendous value deals. We know of many
families who shop for their wider family and friends to take advantage of the deals on offer.
These existing adjacent car parking spaces will instead be relocated
park some 500 metres from the Market, representing
directly ignoring the UDP’s policy on car parking.
can use the existing York Street NCP car park next
minimum charge). The loss of the George Street car park and pay and display parking is
equally bad for traders. Although NCP has recently introduced a discounted parking for
traders, due to height restrictions th
We know from public surveys about the market in 2008 and February 2011 that parking is a
key problem deterring shoppers. For example, amongst those respondents that don’t tend to
shop at the market their second most important answer was “struggle to find somewhere to
park”. The cost of car parking was also mentioned by members of the public. Parking is
therefore, at the moment, “a barrier for many”.
bad situation much worse.

1.6 Servicing the markets will be a nightmare a major drawback for business
George Street is one of the traders' key servicing points with the bulk of deliveries to the
Market taking place from 4am to 8.30am when the Market opens.
outdoor market area via George Street; for indoor traders, the majority of vehicles park along
George Street and use the Ludgate Hill entrance to the market. To assist morning deliveries to
the market there is a long standing arra
of George Street until 10.30am each morning. Under the Eastgate traffic diversion plans,
traders servicing arrangements will completely change. Temporary access to the outdoor
market will be shifted from G
exclusive use by the Market will be laid out on one side of the NCP car park. The loss of the
George St car park and pay and display parking on both sides of George St and elsewhere
nearby will be replaced with 21 loading bays for use throughout the day with a 20 minute
limit on the time of stay.

It is obvious that 46 spaces does not compensate for the loss of 4
not be allowed to stand. Additionally, we are concerned ab
City Centre Manager and Hammerson to describe the 25 new car park spaces for the York

12 WYTPE Metro (2011), Response to Eastgate Qua
13 QA Research (2011) Leeds Markets Survey For Leeds City Council
http://www.leedsmarkets.co.uk/wordp
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Metro are not satisfied the junction modelling can be considered robust until there is an agreed
public transport mitigation plan. There is as yet no agreed plan with regard to bus flows. The

concentrates on the bus stops but has not considered bus routing,
grouping buses by place of origin / destination or layover requirements. 12

1.5. Already existing car parking issues will be exacerbated for the Market
roposed changes to George Street (Major Bus Corridor, loss of adjacent car parking

street servicing for the Markets, access to John Lewis service yard) will
inevitably reduce customers to the Market and undermine traders’ businesses.

e the benefit of a 400 space car park plus around 60 pay and display spaces
around the Markets area that currently enable Market traders and customers to be parked right
next to the Market, and for customers in particular (many of whom are retailers themse
to be able to bulk buy to take advantage of the tremendous value deals. We know of many
families who shop for their wider family and friends to take advantage of the deals on offer.
These existing adjacent car parking spaces will instead be relocated to a new multi
park some 500 metres from the Market, representing a 1km round-trip. Thus Hammerson is
directly ignoring the UDP’s policy on car parking. Hammerson argues that market customers
can use the existing York Street NCP car park next to the market, but it is very expensive (£5
minimum charge). The loss of the George Street car park and pay and display parking is
equally bad for traders. Although NCP has recently introduced a discounted parking for
traders, due to height restrictions this car park is not suitable for transit van type of vehicles.
We know from public surveys about the market in 2008 and February 2011 that parking is a
key problem deterring shoppers. For example, amongst those respondents that don’t tend to

ket their second most important answer was “struggle to find somewhere to
park”. The cost of car parking was also mentioned by members of the public. Parking is
therefore, at the moment, “a barrier for many”.13 Eastgate as currently conceived will make a

1.6 Servicing the markets will be a nightmare a major drawback for business
George Street is one of the traders' key servicing points with the bulk of deliveries to the
Market taking place from 4am to 8.30am when the Market opens. Outdoor traders enter the
outdoor market area via George Street; for indoor traders, the majority of vehicles park along
George Street and use the Ludgate Hill entrance to the market. To assist morning deliveries to
the market there is a long standing arrangement to suspend parking bays on the Market side
of George Street until 10.30am each morning. Under the Eastgate traffic diversion plans,
traders servicing arrangements will completely change. Temporary access to the outdoor
market will be shifted from George St to York Street where 25 new car parking spaces for
exclusive use by the Market will be laid out on one side of the NCP car park. The loss of the
George St car park and pay and display parking on both sides of George St and elsewhere

replaced with 21 loading bays for use throughout the day with a 20 minute

It is obvious that 46 spaces does not compensate for the loss of 460 car park spaces and must
not be allowed to stand. Additionally, we are concerned about the language being used by the
City Centre Manager and Hammerson to describe the 25 new car park spaces for the York

WYTPE Metro (2011), Response to Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application, p.2
QA Research (2011) Leeds Markets Survey For Leeds City Council

http://www.leedsmarkets.co.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Leeds_Markets-Survey_Report_V3f.pdf
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Metro are not satisfied the junction modelling can be considered robust until there is an agreed
public transport mitigation plan. There is as yet no agreed plan with regard to bus flows. The

concentrates on the bus stops but has not considered bus routing,

1.5. Already existing car parking issues will be exacerbated for the Market
(Major Bus Corridor, loss of adjacent car parking

street servicing for the Markets, access to John Lewis service yard) will
inevitably reduce customers to the Market and undermine traders’ businesses. In summary, the

pay and display spaces
around the Markets area that currently enable Market traders and customers to be parked right
next to the Market, and for customers in particular (many of whom are retailers themselves)
to be able to bulk buy to take advantage of the tremendous value deals. We know of many
families who shop for their wider family and friends to take advantage of the deals on offer.

to a new multi-storey car
. Thus Hammerson is

Hammerson argues that market customers
to the market, but it is very expensive (£5

minimum charge). The loss of the George Street car park and pay and display parking is
equally bad for traders. Although NCP has recently introduced a discounted parking for

is car park is not suitable for transit van type of vehicles.
We know from public surveys about the market in 2008 and February 2011 that parking is a
key problem deterring shoppers. For example, amongst those respondents that don’t tend to

ket their second most important answer was “struggle to find somewhere to
park”. The cost of car parking was also mentioned by members of the public. Parking is

Eastgate as currently conceived will make a

1.6 Servicing the markets will be a nightmare a major drawback for business
George Street is one of the traders' key servicing points with the bulk of deliveries to the

Outdoor traders enter the
outdoor market area via George Street; for indoor traders, the majority of vehicles park along
George Street and use the Ludgate Hill entrance to the market. To assist morning deliveries to

ngement to suspend parking bays on the Market side
of George Street until 10.30am each morning. Under the Eastgate traffic diversion plans,
traders servicing arrangements will completely change. Temporary access to the outdoor
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Street entrance as for “the Market’s use”
how will access and use of the spaces be m

But above all, we are also concerned that traders’ ability to access and use the proposed 21
new loading bays for George Street will be severely constrained. For example, the loading
bays do not appear to be reserved for the Market but will inste
first-serve basis in open competition with the new retail units on the South side of Eastgate.
Hammerson’s application also implies that John Lewis could use these new loading bays
should its own off-street basement servicin
has been criticised by the Council’s Highways Development Control who state that “all
servicing should be from the basement
proposed John Lewis service
arrangements for JLP have been calculated in terms of deliveries and customer pick up and
the suggested size of the facilities is adequate, this information is required”.
case be impossible to police illegal use of these loading bays. Worse, we understand that
traders will not be able to park lorries longer than 10 metres in these bays
will be prohibited15 – but some traders are serviced by articulated lorrie
affected. The developer has not done a survey of Market traders’ servicing needs and is
assuming that a maximum of around 9 vehicles at any one time could be servicing the market
from George St.16

We have photographic evidence taken at
activities in George St that show how difficult it will be to run buses, taxis and service the
Eastgate development at the same time.

Source: Friends of Leeds Kirkgate Market

14 LCC Highways Development Control (2011), Response to Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application
15 Para 17, Appendix A, HUK8-2, Vol III, Minutes of Meeting held between LCC and Water
2010.
16 LCC Highways Development Control (2011), Response to Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application
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Street entrance as for “the Market’s use” – why does this not say “for the traders’ use” and
how will access and use of the spaces be managed?

But above all, we are also concerned that traders’ ability to access and use the proposed 21
new loading bays for George Street will be severely constrained. For example, the loading
bays do not appear to be reserved for the Market but will instead be offered on a first

serve basis in open competition with the new retail units on the South side of Eastgate.
Hammerson’s application also implies that John Lewis could use these new loading bays

street basement servicing and customer pick-up point reach capacity. This
has been criticised by the Council’s Highways Development Control who state that “all
servicing should be from the basement.” They have also criticised the lack of detail for the

and pick up area, stating that “No mention is made of how the
arrangements for JLP have been calculated in terms of deliveries and customer pick up and
the suggested size of the facilities is adequate, this information is required”.

e impossible to police illegal use of these loading bays. Worse, we understand that
traders will not be able to park lorries longer than 10 metres in these bays –

but some traders are serviced by articulated lorrie
affected. The developer has not done a survey of Market traders’ servicing needs and is
assuming that a maximum of around 9 vehicles at any one time could be servicing the market

photographic evidence taken at 9.00 to 9.30 am 15 April 2011 of Market servicing
activities in George St that show how difficult it will be to run buses, taxis and service the
Eastgate development at the same time.

Source: Friends of Leeds Kirkgate Market

LCC Highways Development Control (2011), Response to Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application
2, Vol III, Minutes of Meeting held between LCC and Water

LCC Highways Development Control (2011), Response to Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application
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why does this not say “for the traders’ use” and

But above all, we are also concerned that traders’ ability to access and use the proposed 21
new loading bays for George Street will be severely constrained. For example, the loading

ad be offered on a first-come,
serve basis in open competition with the new retail units on the South side of Eastgate.

Hammerson’s application also implies that John Lewis could use these new loading bays
up point reach capacity. This

has been criticised by the Council’s Highways Development Control who state that “all
criticised the lack of detail for the

and pick up area, stating that “No mention is made of how the
arrangements for JLP have been calculated in terms of deliveries and customer pick up and
the suggested size of the facilities is adequate, this information is required”.14 It will in any

e impossible to police illegal use of these loading bays. Worse, we understand that
– articulated lorries

but some traders are serviced by articulated lorries and they will be
affected. The developer has not done a survey of Market traders’ servicing needs and is
assuming that a maximum of around 9 vehicles at any one time could be servicing the market

011 of Market servicing
activities in George St that show how difficult it will be to run buses, taxis and service the

LCC Highways Development Control (2011), Response to Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application
2, Vol III, Minutes of Meeting held between LCC and Waterman, 26 April

LCC Highways Development Control (2011), Response to Eastgate Quarter Outline Planning Application
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Add to this the constant stream of diverted traffic and the narrow nature of the street, and we
think that traders are going to be hugely disrupted in their unloading and loading activities.
Peak traffic flows appear to coincide with key trader servicing times and althoug
be a new arrangement for outdoor traders via York Street, the indoor traders will still use
George Street for their morning and evening loading. This promises to create a traffic chaos
nightmare on George Street scenario with a huge volume of
HGVs, buses, taxis and cars, all competing for space and flow around peak times with major
hold-ups possible to this part of the transport network. We are particularly concerned about
the location of the proposed new bus stop o
and a narrowing strip of road that raises the spectre of large buses and service vehicles
dangerously weaving in and out like the chaotic Formula One pit stop. We agree with Metro
when they say:

It is our view that the bus stand allocations provided by Waterman’s do not adequately
accommodate services displaced from Eastgate or provide the necessary bus stop infrastructure
improvements to allow capacity of the existing bus stops to be increased.

Traders are not only receiving goods, they are also going out during the day to serve other
businesses, and are also getting other business customers buying wholesale, mainly for
restaurants. If traders are hampered in this regard, this could disrupt their businesse
opening times, their ability to serve other businesses, and they could see it as one
disadvantage too many on top of the ruinous rents and service charges.
Federation of Market Traders objection letter mentions, traders from the op
well choose to work elsewhere.

Moreover, the proposals again contravene the Eastgate and Harewood SPD’s requirements
that there is “an appropriate level of servicing to the development that is ideally off
unobtrusive and is accessible from the primary road network”, it must “adequately address the access
needs of all sections of the community” and that “local operational needs are accommodated”.

2. Design, Connectivity and Heritage

We have already highlighted the negative implications for pedestrian linkages and
connections of 79 buses an hour being re
trying to get through the Vicar Lane
part of a wider problem of poor design, connectivity and heritage loss that will affect the
Market. Our concerns are as follows.

2.1. Poor pedestrian links with the Market
By turning George Street into a major bus and on
will be severely hampered. This view is strengthened by examining the proposed pedestrian
crossings and pedestrian access lines between Eastgate and the Market.

17 Metro (2011), p.2
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constant stream of diverted traffic and the narrow nature of the street, and we
think that traders are going to be hugely disrupted in their unloading and loading activities.
Peak traffic flows appear to coincide with key trader servicing times and althoug
be a new arrangement for outdoor traders via York Street, the indoor traders will still use
George Street for their morning and evening loading. This promises to create a traffic chaos
nightmare on George Street scenario with a huge volume of vehicular traffic, including
HGVs, buses, taxis and cars, all competing for space and flow around peak times with major

ups possible to this part of the transport network. We are particularly concerned about
the location of the proposed new bus stop on George Street sandwiched between loading bays
and a narrowing strip of road that raises the spectre of large buses and service vehicles
dangerously weaving in and out like the chaotic Formula One pit stop. We agree with Metro

ew that the bus stand allocations provided by Waterman’s do not adequately
accommodate services displaced from Eastgate or provide the necessary bus stop infrastructure
improvements to allow capacity of the existing bus stops to be increased.17

e not only receiving goods, they are also going out during the day to serve other
businesses, and are also getting other business customers buying wholesale, mainly for
restaurants. If traders are hampered in this regard, this could disrupt their businesse
opening times, their ability to serve other businesses, and they could see it as one
disadvantage too many on top of the ruinous rents and service charges.
Federation of Market Traders objection letter mentions, traders from the op
well choose to work elsewhere.

Moreover, the proposals again contravene the Eastgate and Harewood SPD’s requirements
an appropriate level of servicing to the development that is ideally off

ble from the primary road network”, it must “adequately address the access
needs of all sections of the community” and that “local operational needs are accommodated”.

Design, Connectivity and Heritage

We have already highlighted the negative implications for pedestrian linkages and
connections of 79 buses an hour being re-routed up George Street and 237 buses an hour
trying to get through the Vicar Lane-Ludgate Hill junction. The planned transport chaos
part of a wider problem of poor design, connectivity and heritage loss that will affect the
Market. Our concerns are as follows.

2.1. Poor pedestrian links with the Market
By turning George Street into a major bus and on-street servicing corridor, pe
will be severely hampered. This view is strengthened by examining the proposed pedestrian
crossings and pedestrian access lines between Eastgate and the Market.
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constant stream of diverted traffic and the narrow nature of the street, and we
think that traders are going to be hugely disrupted in their unloading and loading activities.
Peak traffic flows appear to coincide with key trader servicing times and although there will
be a new arrangement for outdoor traders via York Street, the indoor traders will still use
George Street for their morning and evening loading. This promises to create a traffic chaos

vehicular traffic, including
HGVs, buses, taxis and cars, all competing for space and flow around peak times with major

ups possible to this part of the transport network. We are particularly concerned about
n George Street sandwiched between loading bays

and a narrowing strip of road that raises the spectre of large buses and service vehicles
dangerously weaving in and out like the chaotic Formula One pit stop. We agree with Metro

ew that the bus stand allocations provided by Waterman’s do not adequately
accommodate services displaced from Eastgate or provide the necessary bus stop infrastructure

e not only receiving goods, they are also going out during the day to serve other
businesses, and are also getting other business customers buying wholesale, mainly for
restaurants. If traders are hampered in this regard, this could disrupt their businesses, their
opening times, their ability to serve other businesses, and they could see it as one
disadvantage too many on top of the ruinous rents and service charges. As the National
Federation of Market Traders objection letter mentions, traders from the open market might

Moreover, the proposals again contravene the Eastgate and Harewood SPD’s requirements
an appropriate level of servicing to the development that is ideally off-street,

ble from the primary road network”, it must “adequately address the access
needs of all sections of the community” and that “local operational needs are accommodated”.

We have already highlighted the negative implications for pedestrian linkages and
routed up George Street and 237 buses an hour

Ludgate Hill junction. The planned transport chaos is
part of a wider problem of poor design, connectivity and heritage loss that will affect the

street servicing corridor, pedestrian flow
will be severely hampered. This view is strengthened by examining the proposed pedestrian
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Source: Figure 19, HUK 8-2, Vol II, Transport Assessment

While the developer plans to move the current pedestrian cross
more direct connectivity between the Victoria Quarter and Ea
pedestrian links between Eastgate and the Market do the opposi
perform an exaggerated zig-zag movement while moving from
Street across the proposed mid
middle entrance. Not only that, the only new proposed street th
only 5 meter wide (Figure 5.4 Parameter Plan 5), amongst
development and shadowed by the John Lewis building that cou
Parameter Plan 7). The link between Markets and Harew
really correspond to the new proposed development. The dan
pedestrian links between the Eastgate development and the Ma
the 1904 Market Hall where footfall is
Market (1976/1981 Halls) exacerbating existing unbalances
the Market as a whole. The Council's own Highway Developm
warns that the current designs pose new dangers for pede
“projected wind speeds resulting from the development will be
key points around the development (e.g. 33 Vicar Lane (North)
92 George Street on the corner of the JLP block; Bridge Stre
Road)”.18

2.2. Cyclists will be discouraged
A further disconnection between Eastgate and Kirkgate is t
required by Leeds City Council and th
diagram below shows that cyclists will be encouraged to only tra
Eastgate development, and to park their bikes there. There is
diagonal cycle route with Toucan crossings to link cyclists to
cycle stands that are dotted around Eastgate, including 7 near
(see Figure 7, HUK9, Travel Plan

18
LCC Highways Development Control (2011), Response to Eastgate Quarte
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2.3. Eastgate development has an inward
The links with the Market are not enhanced because the scheme at the moment is designed as
a self-enclosed “retail loop”. In the words of the developer, the location of the two anchor
stores “are designed to enhance pedestrian movement thro
Statement HUK10 5.8). The proposed “public” square at the centre of the development
enhances this enclosure. We would like the developer to consider the relocation of the public
square opposite to the market, making it a cent
would be more in accordance to the SPD truly linking the Kirkgate Markets and Templar
areas (Proposal Area Statements 15 and 16) of the UDP.

At the moment the side of the John Lewis store that faces the Market
frontage” but just a pick up point for customers and a servicing area for JL; this again does
not encourage links with the Market. We believe that many shoppers in the new Eastgate will
be disincentivised from making the Market one of the
probably walked for miles around the
500 metres away from their car carrying heavy bags of shopping after possibly many hours
walking around.

2.4 Market will be overshadowed
The proposed development will overshadow and detract from the Market's unique
architectural heritage. We believe the Market's beautiful and unique architectural heritage
embodied in the Grade 1 Listed top part sh
over-shadowed. A John Lewis store
Figure 5.6. Parameter Plan 7
Moreover, Eastgate's new investment, new facilities and privately maintained areas by
dedicated service and maintenance teams will further highlight and expose the poor
conditions in parts of the Market
Federation in their objection letter
Grade 1 Listed Buildings. Moreover, the i
the effects of nearby construction vibrations, dust and noise
tourist attraction for many years.

3. Retail Impact

3.1. Eastgate Quarter will create ruinous, unfair competition for the Market.
Government policy seeks to encourage “sustainable economic growth” and “sustainable
patterns of development” (PPS4, p.4)
Kirkgate Market. Developing 130 new retail units right next door to the Market including
rival food halls in the new John Lewis (directly opposite the Market) and the new Marks and
Spencer will do precisely the opposite
stalls in the Market. The unsustainability of this development is compounded by the ongoing
development of 120 new retail units as part of the Trinity centre, just a few hundred metres
from the Market. We agree with the National Market Traders’
this development that the result will be corporate retail business and modern facilities
unfairly competing with small independent businesses struggling to survive in a
Market infrastructure that is being continually denied investment from its Council owner and
which will receive very little from any Section 106 agreement. The Council believes that
Eastgate will attract more shopping visitors to the Market
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gate development has an inward-looking, circular design
The links with the Market are not enhanced because the scheme at the moment is designed as

enclosed “retail loop”. In the words of the developer, the location of the two anchor
stores “are designed to enhance pedestrian movement through the scheme” (Environmental
Statement HUK10 5.8). The proposed “public” square at the centre of the development
enhances this enclosure. We would like the developer to consider the relocation of the public
square opposite to the market, making it a central point of the East side of the PSQ. This
would be more in accordance to the SPD truly linking the Kirkgate Markets and Templar
areas (Proposal Area Statements 15 and 16) of the UDP.

At the moment the side of the John Lewis store that faces the Market
frontage” but just a pick up point for customers and a servicing area for JL; this again does
not encourage links with the Market. We believe that many shoppers in the new Eastgate will
be disincentivised from making the Market one of their destinations given that they will have
probably walked for miles around the Eastgate quarter first, and are unlikely to want to be
500 metres away from their car carrying heavy bags of shopping after possibly many hours

be overshadowed by the Eastgate development
The proposed development will overshadow and detract from the Market's unique
architectural heritage. We believe the Market's beautiful and unique architectural heritage
embodied in the Grade 1 Listed top part should be enhanced and allowed to stand out, not be

shadowed. A John Lewis store of up to 68 metres (as requested by the developer
Figure 5.6. Parameter Plan 7) towering over the market will do precisely the opposite.

new investment, new facilities and privately maintained areas by
dedicated service and maintenance teams will further highlight and expose the poor
conditions in parts of the Market, a point also made by the National Market Traders’

jection letter. The transport proposals will also pose a threat to the
Moreover, the increased transport congestion and pollution

the effects of nearby construction vibrations, dust and noise will detract from the Market as a
tourist attraction for many years.

Eastgate Quarter will create ruinous, unfair competition for the Market.
Government policy seeks to encourage “sustainable economic growth” and “sustainable
patterns of development” (PPS4, p.4) that specifically protects and enhance
Kirkgate Market. Developing 130 new retail units right next door to the Market including
rival food halls in the new John Lewis (directly opposite the Market) and the new Marks and

ely the opposite – it will harm many of the existing businesses and
stalls in the Market. The unsustainability of this development is compounded by the ongoing
development of 120 new retail units as part of the Trinity centre, just a few hundred metres

We agree with the National Market Traders’ Federation
he result will be corporate retail business and modern facilities

unfairly competing with small independent businesses struggling to survive in a
Market infrastructure that is being continually denied investment from its Council owner and
which will receive very little from any Section 106 agreement. The Council believes that
Eastgate will attract more shopping visitors to the Market but we believe the proposed design
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The links with the Market are not enhanced because the scheme at the moment is designed as
enclosed “retail loop”. In the words of the developer, the location of the two anchor

ugh the scheme” (Environmental
Statement HUK10 5.8). The proposed “public” square at the centre of the development
enhances this enclosure. We would like the developer to consider the relocation of the public

ral point of the East side of the PSQ. This
would be more in accordance to the SPD truly linking the Kirkgate Markets and Templar

At the moment the side of the John Lewis store that faces the Market is not an “active
frontage” but just a pick up point for customers and a servicing area for JL; this again does
not encourage links with the Market. We believe that many shoppers in the new Eastgate will

ir destinations given that they will have
astgate quarter first, and are unlikely to want to be

500 metres away from their car carrying heavy bags of shopping after possibly many hours

The proposed development will overshadow and detract from the Market's unique
architectural heritage. We believe the Market's beautiful and unique architectural heritage

ould be enhanced and allowed to stand out, not be
as requested by the developer – see

towering over the market will do precisely the opposite.
new investment, new facilities and privately maintained areas by

dedicated service and maintenance teams will further highlight and expose the poor
, a point also made by the National Market Traders’
. The transport proposals will also pose a threat to the

ncreased transport congestion and pollution, and
will detract from the Market as a

Eastgate Quarter will create ruinous, unfair competition for the Market.
Government policy seeks to encourage “sustainable economic growth” and “sustainable

and enhances markets like
Kirkgate Market. Developing 130 new retail units right next door to the Market including
rival food halls in the new John Lewis (directly opposite the Market) and the new Marks and

it will harm many of the existing businesses and
stalls in the Market. The unsustainability of this development is compounded by the ongoing
development of 120 new retail units as part of the Trinity centre, just a few hundred metres

Federation objection letter to
he result will be corporate retail business and modern facilities

unfairly competing with small independent businesses struggling to survive in a deteriorating
Market infrastructure that is being continually denied investment from its Council owner and
which will receive very little from any Section 106 agreement. The Council believes that

but we believe the proposed design
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of Eastgate, particularly with its suggested ‘retail loop’, the height of the new buildings and
the plans for traffic diversion, servicing, public transport and pedestrian linkages will serve to
keep shoppers and their cash
below). And even if some of the footfall does cross to the Market this is not likely to happen
until end of 2015 or more likely 2016. The future of the market cannot be made dependent on
this development.

The Communities and Local Government
report in 2009 on the state of traditional retail markets title
makes it clear that probably the most important reason for the decline
recent years is competition from supermarkets and other alternative cheap retail outlets
(paragraph 19). We can extend the impact of supermarkets to big shopping developments
such as this proposed by Hammerson as it will include food
street shops. The Market failure
authorities and private market operators, stressed that the impact from supermarkets was not
just due to competition in products but also t
local authority policy and shaping planning policy which has “decimated all forms of
independent retailing” (paragraph 20). There is therefore national evidence that Markets can
suffer from competition from supe

3.2. Consumer choice would be undermined if the market suffered
Undermining Kirkgate Market will mean reduction of consumer choice in the city, something
that PPS4 clearly wants to avoid. Kirkgate Market, as other market
resource for low income groups
governments to enhance consumer choice “to meet
(particularly socially excluded groups)” (point 10).
Market by Eastgate will undoubtedly exclude a huge
on the Market, and who may be less interested in John Lewis and a second Marks and
Spencer.

3.3. Kirkgate market is ignored in the retail
Despite these clear threats, Hammerson’s outline application does not even consider the
impact that Eastgate will have on the Market. Point 5.87 of the Retail Statement merely states
that “we do not consider that the “food hall” would dir
Market given the differing offer provided by the department store”.
provides no definition or evidence whatsoever to support its claim that this will be a
“differing offer”. Second, we are concern
department stores – although only
8.62) food halls in the “department stores” are suggested and we know from Hammerson’s
own website20 that M&S will als
of the market can be understood in Para 7.9 of the retail statement which alludes to a single
“visit” when it appeared “very popular”. Recent LCC reports however point to the delicate
situation of the market (LCC, 2010

19
Clarke, G. et al (2004) “Shopping around: The development of suburban and city centre retailing” in

Unsworth, R. & Stillwell, J. (Eds) Twenty First century Leeds. Geographies of a regional city
20 (http://www.hammerson.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=133289&p=prol
21 LCC (2010) Towards a strategy for Kirkgate Market: the evidence base.
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of Eastgate, particularly with its suggested ‘retail loop’, the height of the new buildings and
the plans for traffic diversion, servicing, public transport and pedestrian linkages will serve to

sh inside Eastgate and not create any significant new footfall (see
below). And even if some of the footfall does cross to the Market this is not likely to happen
until end of 2015 or more likely 2016. The future of the market cannot be made dependent on

The Communities and Local Government House of Commons Select Committee published a
report in 2009 on the state of traditional retail markets title Market Failure
makes it clear that probably the most important reason for the decline of some markets in the
recent years is competition from supermarkets and other alternative cheap retail outlets
(paragraph 19). We can extend the impact of supermarkets to big shopping developments
such as this proposed by Hammerson as it will include food halls in stores and other high

Market failure report, which gathered evidence from traders, local
authorities and private market operators, stressed that the impact from supermarkets was not
just due to competition in products but also their “sheer juggernaut power” in influencing
local authority policy and shaping planning policy which has “decimated all forms of
independent retailing” (paragraph 20). There is therefore national evidence that Markets can
suffer from competition from supermarkets and related retail types.

3.2. Consumer choice would be undermined if the market suffered
Undermining Kirkgate Market will mean reduction of consumer choice in the city, something
that PPS4 clearly wants to avoid. Kirkgate Market, as other markets nationally is a key
resource for low income groups.19 This function is again supported by PPS4 which wants
governments to enhance consumer choice “to meet the needs of the entire community
(particularly socially excluded groups)” (point 10). The long-term undermining of the
Market by Eastgate will undoubtedly exclude a huge part of the Leeds community who rely
on the Market, and who may be less interested in John Lewis and a second Marks and

3.3. Kirkgate market is ignored in the retail assessment impact
Hammerson’s outline application does not even consider the

impact that Eastgate will have on the Market. Point 5.87 of the Retail Statement merely states
we do not consider that the “food hall” would directly compete with the function of the

Market given the differing offer provided by the department store”. First,
provides no definition or evidence whatsoever to support its claim that this will be a

Second, we are concerned as to the potential number of food halls and
although only John Lewis’ food hall is mentioned here elsewhere (point

8.62) food halls in the “department stores” are suggested and we know from Hammerson’s
that M&S will also have a food hall. Third, Hammerson’s poor understanding

of the market can be understood in Para 7.9 of the retail statement which alludes to a single
“visit” when it appeared “very popular”. Recent LCC reports however point to the delicate

he market (LCC, 201021). Fourth, various reports that the developer bases on its

t al (2004) “Shopping around: The development of suburban and city centre retailing” in
Twenty First century Leeds. Geographies of a regional city

http://www.hammerson.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=133289&p=prol-news-article&ID=1170844&highlight
LCC (2010) Towards a strategy for Kirkgate Market: the evidence base.
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of Eastgate, particularly with its suggested ‘retail loop’, the height of the new buildings and
the plans for traffic diversion, servicing, public transport and pedestrian linkages will serve to

Eastgate and not create any significant new footfall (see
below). And even if some of the footfall does cross to the Market this is not likely to happen
until end of 2015 or more likely 2016. The future of the market cannot be made dependent on

Select Committee published a
Market Failure. The reports

of some markets in the
recent years is competition from supermarkets and other alternative cheap retail outlets
(paragraph 19). We can extend the impact of supermarkets to big shopping developments

halls in stores and other high
report, which gathered evidence from traders, local

authorities and private market operators, stressed that the impact from supermarkets was not
heir “sheer juggernaut power” in influencing

local authority policy and shaping planning policy which has “decimated all forms of
independent retailing” (paragraph 20). There is therefore national evidence that Markets can

Undermining Kirkgate Market will mean reduction of consumer choice in the city, something
s nationally is a key

This function is again supported by PPS4 which wants
the needs of the entire community

m undermining of the
community who rely

on the Market, and who may be less interested in John Lewis and a second Marks and

Hammerson’s outline application does not even consider the
impact that Eastgate will have on the Market. Point 5.87 of the Retail Statement merely states

ectly compete with the function of the
First, the developer

provides no definition or evidence whatsoever to support its claim that this will be a
ed as to the potential number of food halls and

John Lewis’ food hall is mentioned here elsewhere (point
8.62) food halls in the “department stores” are suggested and we know from Hammerson’s

, Hammerson’s poor understanding
of the market can be understood in Para 7.9 of the retail statement which alludes to a single
“visit” when it appeared “very popular”. Recent LCC reports however point to the delicate

various reports that the developer bases on its

t al (2004) “Shopping around: The development of suburban and city centre retailing” in
Twenty First century Leeds. Geographies of a regional city, Leeds University

article&ID=1170844&highlight=
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justification for the development completely ignore the Market, despite this being the biggest
retail outlet in the city, the biggest retail employer (currently 22% of the esti
retail employees in the city centre) and being located adjacent to the proposed development.
The quoted GOAD report does not include Kirkgate Market and neither does the “retail
developments” section of the FOCUS report (despite, for example, i
Exchange). This means that some of the figures and assumptions in the report are not reliable.
For example based on the GOAD report Leeds appears to have a comparatively lower level
of comparison goods floorspace. However
has an offer of comparison goods.

3.4. Over 3 years of construction work will severally disrupt trade at the
told that Eastgate will bring new shoppers to the Market and ensure its future.
that the supposed benefits for the
one, however, appears to have considered what impact a 42
have on the Market. On top of the devastating hammer blow of l
the Market will be living next door to an enormous construction site for some 1092 shopping
days with all the dirt, dust, noise, construction vehicles, and road closures that will bring. We
can only imagine the negative effect
traders? With longstanding stall holders closing all the time before any disruption takes place,
we fear that the prospect of 3 years of disruption followed by the additional competition, the
traffic and car parking nightmare and other problems we have highlighted above, will see
many more traders decide to cut their losses sooner rather than later, leaving the Market
desolated. This might be doom
of the market.

Hammerson admits that “demolition and construction works can cause significant
environmental impacts and disruption to neighbours if they are not properly managed” (6.24
of Environmental Statement (HUK10). There will be constant tra
of parking and pollution. Hammerson however has clearly not considered the negative
impacts of the construction work on the Market. The Environmental statement (section 6.43)
mentions that the developer will “notify” neighbours
disruption to do with construction. We believe that just “notifying” market traders about
major disruption to their businesses over 3 years is insufficient. The developer also admits
that “ a proportion of passing tra
this would only be temporary” (Environmental Statement, HUK10, 8.88). Temporary refers
to 3 years and a half of construction work which in the life of market traders businesses
already suffering will be a devastating time. Hammerson continues: “this phase of the
Development would be carefully managed and monitored in order to ensure minimal
disturbances to surrounding businesses” (Ibid). However the lack of detail in the application
and lack of explicit reference to Kirkgate Market (the biggest existing retail outlet in Leeds at
the moment) makes us doubt of their mitigation plans.

3.5. The risks to the development will undermine the future of the Market.
developers expect the demolition and c
months. They cannot provide definitive start and finish dates but they say they expect it to
open by autumn 2015. But given the strong possibility of a double
impossible to guarantee when construction will begin and end. At the moment Hammerson
has several projects on hold even
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justification for the development completely ignore the Market, despite this being the biggest
retail outlet in the city, the biggest retail employer (currently 22% of the esti
retail employees in the city centre) and being located adjacent to the proposed development.
The quoted GOAD report does not include Kirkgate Market and neither does the “retail
developments” section of the FOCUS report (despite, for example, including the Corn
Exchange). This means that some of the figures and assumptions in the report are not reliable.
For example based on the GOAD report Leeds appears to have a comparatively lower level
of comparison goods floorspace. However, this report also ignores Kirkgate Market which
has an offer of comparison goods.

Over 3 years of construction work will severally disrupt trade at the
told that Eastgate will bring new shoppers to the Market and ensure its future.
that the supposed benefits for the Market won’t be seen until Autumn 2015 at the earliest. No
one, however, appears to have considered what impact a 42-month construction period will

n top of the devastating hammer blow of losing the adjacent car park,
the Market will be living next door to an enormous construction site for some 1092 shopping
days with all the dirt, dust, noise, construction vehicles, and road closures that will bring. We
can only imagine the negative effect this will have on customer footfall. But what about
traders? With longstanding stall holders closing all the time before any disruption takes place,
we fear that the prospect of 3 years of disruption followed by the additional competition, the

car parking nightmare and other problems we have highlighted above, will see
many more traders decide to cut their losses sooner rather than later, leaving the Market
desolated. This might be doom-laden scenario, but it is very possible, given the current

Hammerson admits that “demolition and construction works can cause significant
environmental impacts and disruption to neighbours if they are not properly managed” (6.24
of Environmental Statement (HUK10). There will be constant traffic of heavy vehicles, loss
of parking and pollution. Hammerson however has clearly not considered the negative
impacts of the construction work on the Market. The Environmental statement (section 6.43)
mentions that the developer will “notify” neighbours in advance about road closures or any
disruption to do with construction. We believe that just “notifying” market traders about
major disruption to their businesses over 3 years is insufficient. The developer also admits
that “ a proportion of passing trade may be lost during construction and demolition, however,
this would only be temporary” (Environmental Statement, HUK10, 8.88). Temporary refers
to 3 years and a half of construction work which in the life of market traders businesses

ill be a devastating time. Hammerson continues: “this phase of the
Development would be carefully managed and monitored in order to ensure minimal
disturbances to surrounding businesses” (Ibid). However the lack of detail in the application

licit reference to Kirkgate Market (the biggest existing retail outlet in Leeds at
the moment) makes us doubt of their mitigation plans.

the development will undermine the future of the Market.
developers expect the demolition and construction programme to last for approximately 42
months. They cannot provide definitive start and finish dates but they say they expect it to

ut given the strong possibility of a double-dip recession, it is
hen construction will begin and end. At the moment Hammerson

has several projects on hold even though they have gained planning permission on them:
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justification for the development completely ignore the Market, despite this being the biggest
retail outlet in the city, the biggest retail employer (currently 22% of the estimated 9,000
retail employees in the city centre) and being located adjacent to the proposed development.
The quoted GOAD report does not include Kirkgate Market and neither does the “retail

ncluding the Corn
Exchange). This means that some of the figures and assumptions in the report are not reliable.
For example based on the GOAD report Leeds appears to have a comparatively lower level

ignores Kirkgate Market which

Over 3 years of construction work will severally disrupt trade at the Market. We are
told that Eastgate will bring new shoppers to the Market and ensure its future. This means

Market won’t be seen until Autumn 2015 at the earliest. No
month construction period will

osing the adjacent car park,
the Market will be living next door to an enormous construction site for some 1092 shopping
days with all the dirt, dust, noise, construction vehicles, and road closures that will bring. We

this will have on customer footfall. But what about
traders? With longstanding stall holders closing all the time before any disruption takes place,
we fear that the prospect of 3 years of disruption followed by the additional competition, the

car parking nightmare and other problems we have highlighted above, will see
many more traders decide to cut their losses sooner rather than later, leaving the Market

laden scenario, but it is very possible, given the current state

Hammerson admits that “demolition and construction works can cause significant
environmental impacts and disruption to neighbours if they are not properly managed” (6.24

ffic of heavy vehicles, loss
of parking and pollution. Hammerson however has clearly not considered the negative
impacts of the construction work on the Market. The Environmental statement (section 6.43)

in advance about road closures or any
disruption to do with construction. We believe that just “notifying” market traders about
major disruption to their businesses over 3 years is insufficient. The developer also admits

de may be lost during construction and demolition, however,
this would only be temporary” (Environmental Statement, HUK10, 8.88). Temporary refers
to 3 years and a half of construction work which in the life of market traders businesses

ill be a devastating time. Hammerson continues: “this phase of the
Development would be carefully managed and monitored in order to ensure minimal
disturbances to surrounding businesses” (Ibid). However the lack of detail in the application

licit reference to Kirkgate Market (the biggest existing retail outlet in Leeds at

the development will undermine the future of the Market. The
onstruction programme to last for approximately 42

months. They cannot provide definitive start and finish dates but they say they expect it to
dip recession, it is

hen construction will begin and end. At the moment Hammerson
though they have gained planning permission on them:
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Sevenstone in Sheffield, Watermark WestQuay in Southampton,
Place, an office scheme a
Cricklewood22. Hammerson assumes we are seeing the end of the crisis and the retail
statement uses reports from April 2009
uncertainty when figures are changing all the time. Recent comments from major retailers
show that the spending cuts and unemployment the “retail recession is ahead of us” (Wood
and Elliott, 2011 http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2011/apr/05/andy
recession-asda-hmv). The Civic Trust comment letter assumes that this development will not
commence “until the economic si
delayed several times, more delays are possible.
uncertainty about the future impact of the scheme
no different, meaning that they are less likely to invest in their units, less likely to attract new
tenants seeking to invest and lay down roots.

4. Socio-economic impact

4.1. Eastgate could threaten jobs and livelihoods in the Market
Changes to traffic, servicing, parking
put jobs at threat in the Market. The National
with us on this risk and explains the delicate nature of Kirkgate Market. If out
decide to trade elsewhere, if more indoor traders in the 1976/1981 halls have to leave the
market will enter a downward spiral difficult to recover from.
been properly considered in the developer’s evaluation of
Eastgate will have on the market. It has been claimed in the media that Eastgate will create
4,000 new jobs but the proposal itself leaves no doubt that the actual net creation of jobs will
be around 2,700 (HUK10 8.83). Howev
Market, which is at the moment the biggest retail jobs employer in the city (LCC, 2009)

Exaggerated claims have also
Eastgate construction workers could
Hammerson suggested that there will be 20,000 workers over the course of construction. This
figure is misleading as it refers to the total amount of jobs (from the smallest few hours jobs
to the longest) that could be involved. In reality the amount of workers that will be on site at
any one time will be significantly lower. The amount of FTE (temporary) construc
created by Hammerson will be equivalent to 646. Construction workers often have catering
services on site so we do not see how they will bring additional trade to the Market. Even if
they do, it will certainty not make up for the loss of trader t
closure of the George Street car park and all of the other construction
identify.

4.2. A threat to the Market
government believes that Markets are key “community builders”
and health benefits for the whole community

22 http://www.constructionenquirer.com/2011/02/21/hammerson
23 LCC (2010) Towards a strategy for Kirkgate Market: the evidence base.
24 Stunell, A. “Ministerial Foreword” DCLG (2010)
25 All Party Parliamentary Markets Group, 2007
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Watermark WestQuay in Southampton, and in London,
office scheme at London Wall and the regeneration of Brent Cross

Hammerson assumes we are seeing the end of the crisis and the retail
statement uses reports from April 2009 – this is now two years old at a time of high economic
uncertainty when figures are changing all the time. Recent comments from major retailers
show that the spending cuts and unemployment the “retail recession is ahead of us” (Wood

http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2011/apr/05/andy
The Civic Trust comment letter assumes that this development will not

“until the economic situation is clarified”. Given that Eastgate has already been
delayed several times, more delays are possible. The next 5 years will
uncertainty about the future impact of the scheme - business hates uncertainty, and tr
no different, meaning that they are less likely to invest in their units, less likely to attract new
tenants seeking to invest and lay down roots.

economic impact

Eastgate could threaten jobs and livelihoods in the Market
raffic, servicing, parking along with construction and unfair competition could

put jobs at threat in the Market. The National Market Traders’ Federation objection concurs
with us on this risk and explains the delicate nature of Kirkgate Market. If out
decide to trade elsewhere, if more indoor traders in the 1976/1981 halls have to leave the
market will enter a downward spiral difficult to recover from. This clear possibility

in the developer’s evaluation of the socio-economic impact that
Eastgate will have on the market. It has been claimed in the media that Eastgate will create
4,000 new jobs but the proposal itself leaves no doubt that the actual net creation of jobs will
be around 2,700 (HUK10 8.83). However this does not include potential job losses in the
Market, which is at the moment the biggest retail jobs employer in the city (LCC, 2009)

also been made about the positive impact that the custom of the
Eastgate construction workers could bring to the Market. In a response to a media story
Hammerson suggested that there will be 20,000 workers over the course of construction. This

refers to the total amount of jobs (from the smallest few hours jobs
to the longest) that could be involved. In reality the amount of workers that will be on site at

time will be significantly lower. The amount of FTE (temporary) construc
created by Hammerson will be equivalent to 646. Construction workers often have catering

we do not see how they will bring additional trade to the Market. Even if
they do, it will certainty not make up for the loss of trader the Market will suffer due to the
closure of the George Street car park and all of the other construction-phase problems we

2. A threat to the Market goes against Council’s aim to “narrow the gap”.
government believes that Markets are key “community builders”24 and have invaluable social
and health benefits for the whole community25 but especially for the most vulnerable

http://www.constructionenquirer.com/2011/02/21/hammerson-work-on-hold-as-hunt-for
LCC (2010) Towards a strategy for Kirkgate Market: the evidence base.
Stunell, A. “Ministerial Foreword” DCLG (2010) Supporting retail Markets. London
All Party Parliamentary Markets Group, 2007 Markets Policy Framework
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and in London, Bishops
regeneration of Brent Cross in

Hammerson assumes we are seeing the end of the crisis and the retail
this is now two years old at a time of high economic

uncertainty when figures are changing all the time. Recent comments from major retailers
show that the spending cuts and unemployment the “retail recession is ahead of us” (Wood

http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2011/apr/05/andy-bond-retail-
The Civic Trust comment letter assumes that this development will not

tuation is clarified”. Given that Eastgate has already been
The next 5 years will thus bring great

business hates uncertainty, and traders are
no different, meaning that they are less likely to invest in their units, less likely to attract new

construction and unfair competition could
ederation objection concurs

with us on this risk and explains the delicate nature of Kirkgate Market. If outdoor traders
decide to trade elsewhere, if more indoor traders in the 1976/1981 halls have to leave the

clear possibility has not
economic impact that

Eastgate will have on the market. It has been claimed in the media that Eastgate will create
4,000 new jobs but the proposal itself leaves no doubt that the actual net creation of jobs will

er this does not include potential job losses in the
Market, which is at the moment the biggest retail jobs employer in the city (LCC, 2009)23.

been made about the positive impact that the custom of the
In a response to a media story

Hammerson suggested that there will be 20,000 workers over the course of construction. This
refers to the total amount of jobs (from the smallest few hours jobs

to the longest) that could be involved. In reality the amount of workers that will be on site at
time will be significantly lower. The amount of FTE (temporary) construction jobs

created by Hammerson will be equivalent to 646. Construction workers often have catering
we do not see how they will bring additional trade to the Market. Even if

he Market will suffer due to the
phase problems we

goes against Council’s aim to “narrow the gap”. National
and have invaluable social

for the most vulnerable26.

for-tenants-continues/

http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2011/apr/05/andy-bond-retail-recession-asda-hmv
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2011/apr/05/andy-bond-retail-recession-asda-hmv
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Kirkgate Market has a varied customer base but is more crucial for eld
incomes27. In a recently conducted survey on Kirkgate Market it was found that disabled,
retired and over 55 years respondents were more likely to be customers of the Market
displacement of the Union Street car park will also
is already an issue according to the latest Market survey and for whom walking a 1km
roundtrip to the new car parks will be inaccessible. Market disable
unfairly suffer from the long distance to
that undermining the Market will strongly
gap between the most disadvantaged people and communities and the rest of the city.

5. Section 106 Agreement

5.1. Market and traders are currently set to get very little from the S106 Agreement.
The increased congestion, the disruption, the uncertainty, the loss of trade all combine with
the current deteriorating physical state of the market, and the refusal of
on rents, service charges and trader
Hammerson and LCC promising to the Market out of this massive money
development on its dooorstep? So far, a
traders in the nearby NCP car park. You would have thought that the Council would be very
proudly proclaiming that the development will generate a S106 agreement that will contribute
to the needed new roof to the Market, or the Council would use some of its la
the sale of the car park to spend on the market.

The draft S106 planning obligations includes a clause from the original planning application
that before the closure of the car park bounded by George Street, Har
Street and Millgarth Street, the developer will layout 25 parking spaces for use by the market
subject to the land being made available by LCC at no cost and to obtaining all necessary
consents. This is the only S106 planning obligation
Inquiry, Feb 2011).

6. Eastgate is not a mixed development

Contrary to national and local planning policy, Eastgate Quarters will not be a genuine mixed
use development. The most notable absence is the removal of all residential provision from
the original Eastgate and Harewood Quarter application. Apart from reta
offices, few bars and restaurants
praying facility. It will not provide any of the much needed affordable housing that the
Eastgate and Harewood SPD calls for.
a sufficiently mixed use scheme, with no residential units, very limited leisure, no educational
or training uses and no community uses (except the prayer space, which will be exclusive to
religious people). A predominantly retail development is more difficult to re
contradicts SPD (2.12) when it says that a potential scheme around Eastgate “

26 Watson, S (2009), 'The Magic of the Market Place: Sociality in a Neglected Public Space'
(8), 1577.
27 Clarke, G. Et al (2004) “Shopping around: The development of suburban and city centre retailing” in
Unsworth, R. And Stillwell, J. (Eds) Twenty First century Leeds. Geographies of a regional city, Leeds
University.
28 QA Research (2011) Leeds Market Survey
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has a varied customer base but is more crucial for elderly and those in lower
In a recently conducted survey on Kirkgate Market it was found that disabled,

retired and over 55 years respondents were more likely to be customers of the Market
displacement of the Union Street car park will also hit the elderly hardest
is already an issue according to the latest Market survey and for whom walking a 1km
roundtrip to the new car parks will be inaccessible. Market disabled customers will also
unfairly suffer from the long distance to the new carparks. From all this evidence it is clear

the Market will strongly contradict Vision for Leeds’ mandate to narrow the
gap between the most disadvantaged people and communities and the rest of the city.

Section 106 Agreement

Market and traders are currently set to get very little from the S106 Agreement.
The increased congestion, the disruption, the uncertainty, the loss of trade all combine with
the current deteriorating physical state of the market, and the refusal of the Council to budge
on rents, service charges and trader-centred management of the market. So, what is
Hammerson and LCC promising to the Market out of this massive money
development on its dooorstep? So far, a derisory number of replacement

ers in the nearby NCP car park. You would have thought that the Council would be very
proudly proclaiming that the development will generate a S106 agreement that will contribute
to the needed new roof to the Market, or the Council would use some of its la
the sale of the car park to spend on the market. Instead:

The draft S106 planning obligations includes a clause from the original planning application
that before the closure of the car park bounded by George Street, Harewood Street, Union
Street and Millgarth Street, the developer will layout 25 parking spaces for use by the market
subject to the land being made available by LCC at no cost and to obtaining all necessary

This is the only S106 planning obligation that relates to the market (LCC, Scrutiny

gate is not a mixed development

Contrary to national and local planning policy, Eastgate Quarters will not be a genuine mixed
use development. The most notable absence is the removal of all residential provision from
the original Eastgate and Harewood Quarter application. Apart from retail they are proposing

few bars and restaurants and perhaps a gym and perhaps a crèche (for shoppers)
praying facility. It will not provide any of the much needed affordable housing that the
Eastgate and Harewood SPD calls for. In our view, Eastgate as currently proposed will not be
a sufficiently mixed use scheme, with no residential units, very limited leisure, no educational

ommunity uses (except the prayer space, which will be exclusive to
ominantly retail development is more difficult to re

contradicts SPD (2.12) when it says that a potential scheme around Eastgate “

'The Magic of the Market Place: Sociality in a Neglected Public Space'

Clarke, G. Et al (2004) “Shopping around: The development of suburban and city centre retailing” in
Unsworth, R. And Stillwell, J. (Eds) Twenty First century Leeds. Geographies of a regional city, Leeds

Leeds Market Survey. For Leeds City Council, March 2011
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erly and those in lower
In a recently conducted survey on Kirkgate Market it was found that disabled,

retired and over 55 years respondents were more likely to be customers of the Market28. The
hardest for whom parking

is already an issue according to the latest Market survey and for whom walking a 1km
customers will also

the new carparks. From all this evidence it is clear
mandate to narrow the

gap between the most disadvantaged people and communities and the rest of the city.

Market and traders are currently set to get very little from the S106 Agreement.
The increased congestion, the disruption, the uncertainty, the loss of trade all combine with

the Council to budge
centred management of the market. So, what is

Hammerson and LCC promising to the Market out of this massive money-spinning
car park spaces for

ers in the nearby NCP car park. You would have thought that the Council would be very
proudly proclaiming that the development will generate a S106 agreement that will contribute
to the needed new roof to the Market, or the Council would use some of its land receipts from

The draft S106 planning obligations includes a clause from the original planning application
ewood Street, Union

Street and Millgarth Street, the developer will layout 25 parking spaces for use by the market
subject to the land being made available by LCC at no cost and to obtaining all necessary

that relates to the market (LCC, Scrutiny

Contrary to national and local planning policy, Eastgate Quarters will not be a genuine mixed
use development. The most notable absence is the removal of all residential provision from

il they are proposing
crèche (for shoppers) and a

praying facility. It will not provide any of the much needed affordable housing that the
astgate as currently proposed will not be

a sufficiently mixed use scheme, with no residential units, very limited leisure, no educational
ommunity uses (except the prayer space, which will be exclusive to

ominantly retail development is more difficult to re-use which
contradicts SPD (2.12) when it says that a potential scheme around Eastgate “should allow

'The Magic of the Market Place: Sociality in a Neglected Public Space', Urban Studies, 46

Clarke, G. Et al (2004) “Shopping around: The development of suburban and city centre retailing” in
Unsworth, R. And Stillwell, J. (Eds) Twenty First century Leeds. Geographies of a regional city, Leeds
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the evolution of the development over time enabling individual buildings to be adopted or
replaced and EH/CABE guidelines that “developments should, where possible, be adaptable
for other future uses” (HUK10, 9.19).

7. Consultation anomalies

Despite the repeated assertions throughout the Statement of Community Interest
extensive, comprehensive and meaningful consultation took place, there is very little
evidence within HUK6 to substantiate these claims. Frequent but vague references are made
throughout the SCI to ‘local businesses’ and although Leeds Kirkgate Mar
affected throughout the building stage and after, they are not specifically referred to as a
‘local business’ and no efforts were made to include them in the discussions around the
exhibition and stakeholder events. The attached list o
who were contacted about the consultation in
centre, and the Victoria Quarter
Association but it is clear from the
the city centre, no effort was
leaflet regarding the Eastgate Development was circulated to traders, not directly by
Hammerson, but through the Kirkgate Market office, but this leaflet was not handed out to
traders until relatively recently and so the vast majority of traders were unaware of the
exhibition in the Victoria quarter and were therefore excluded from discussion and from
contributing to this stage of the consultation.

Hammerson’s consultation questionnaire found that 91% of respondents felt that the
restoration of historic buildings was an appealing element of the development
noting:

“...more people (are) in favour of the restoration of historic buildings th
the scheme” (p.11)

Only 49% were interested in additional restaurants and cafes

92% thought that the city centre required better public transport

Despite the fact that improved public transport was identified by the majority of respondents
as a high priority, there was nothing in the Hammerson exhibition which showed the change
in bus route. In response to concerns around public transport, Hammerson provided th
following misleading statement:
requires better public transport. It was explained to anybody who asked at the public
exhibition days that the buses which currently run along Eastgate will be re
George Street, which runs parallel to Eastgate and will be widened to
change of route” (p.20 SCI).
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the evolution of the development over time enabling individual buildings to be adopted or
d EH/CABE guidelines that “developments should, where possible, be adaptable

for other future uses” (HUK10, 9.19).

7. Consultation anomalies

Despite the repeated assertions throughout the Statement of Community Interest
extensive, comprehensive and meaningful consultation took place, there is very little
evidence within HUK6 to substantiate these claims. Frequent but vague references are made
throughout the SCI to ‘local businesses’ and although Leeds Kirkgate Mar
ffected throughout the building stage and after, they are not specifically referred to as a

and no efforts were made to include them in the discussions around the
exhibition and stakeholder events. The attached list of Members of Stakeholders (iii p. 48)
who were contacted about the consultation includes the Light, described as a

and the Victoria Quarter. A single meeting was held with Kirkgate Market Traders
Association but it is clear from the SCI that despite boasts of 3000 cards being handed out in

was made to make contact with individual traders. We know that a
leaflet regarding the Eastgate Development was circulated to traders, not directly by

ugh the Kirkgate Market office, but this leaflet was not handed out to
traders until relatively recently and so the vast majority of traders were unaware of the
exhibition in the Victoria quarter and were therefore excluded from discussion and from

uting to this stage of the consultation.

consultation questionnaire found that 91% of respondents felt that the
restoration of historic buildings was an appealing element of the development

vour of the restoration of historic buildings than any other part of

49% were interested in additional restaurants and cafes (Q1 p.11)

92% thought that the city centre required better public transport (Q14 p.20)

fact that improved public transport was identified by the majority of respondents
as a high priority, there was nothing in the Hammerson exhibition which showed the change
in bus route. In response to concerns around public transport, Hammerson provided th
following misleading statement: “A large number of respondents feel that Leeds City Centre
requires better public transport. It was explained to anybody who asked at the public
exhibition days that the buses which currently run along Eastgate will be re
George Street, which runs parallel to Eastgate and will be widened to
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the evolution of the development over time enabling individual buildings to be adopted or
d EH/CABE guidelines that “developments should, where possible, be adaptable

Despite the repeated assertions throughout the Statement of Community Interest (SCI) that an
extensive, comprehensive and meaningful consultation took place, there is very little
evidence within HUK6 to substantiate these claims. Frequent but vague references are made
throughout the SCI to ‘local businesses’ and although Leeds Kirkgate Market traders will be
ffected throughout the building stage and after, they are not specifically referred to as a

and no efforts were made to include them in the discussions around the
f Members of Stakeholders (iii p. 48)

cludes the Light, described as a nearby shopping
single meeting was held with Kirkgate Market Traders

SCI that despite boasts of 3000 cards being handed out in
made to make contact with individual traders. We know that a

leaflet regarding the Eastgate Development was circulated to traders, not directly by
ugh the Kirkgate Market office, but this leaflet was not handed out to

traders until relatively recently and so the vast majority of traders were unaware of the
exhibition in the Victoria quarter and were therefore excluded from discussion and from

consultation questionnaire found that 91% of respondents felt that the
restoration of historic buildings was an appealing element of the development but it is worth

an any other part of

(Q14 p.20)

fact that improved public transport was identified by the majority of respondents
as a high priority, there was nothing in the Hammerson exhibition which showed the change
in bus route. In response to concerns around public transport, Hammerson provided the

“A large number of respondents feel that Leeds City Centre
requires better public transport. It was explained to anybody who asked at the public
exhibition days that the buses which currently run along Eastgate will be redirected along
George Street, which runs parallel to Eastgate and will be widened to accommodate the


